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Abstract In a right-to-manage framework, this paper analyzes the optimal choice of the
pay scheme (profit sharing vs. fixed wage) in a unionized duopoly with potential market
entry and decentralized bargaining. The paper shows that, depending on the institutional
features, both pay systems can arise as equilibria in Nash strategies. Under duopoly with
committed bargaining, the fixed wage is the Nash equilibrium; with flexible bargaining, an
agreement between the incumbent firm and its union about profit sharing arises as Nash
equilibrium, if the union is not too strong. A monopoly with threat of entry reinforces the
selection of profit sharing as a deterrent mechanism.

Keywords Union-oligopolybargaining.Fixedwage.Profit-sharing.Entrydeterrenceeffect

JEL classification J51 . L13 . L20

1 Introduction

Negotiations between firms and unions are at the core of labor market institutions in
advanced economies. The economics literature has addressed a consistent part of the
analysis to the scope of bargaining: concerning wages only, or both employment and
wage rates. The former refers to the right-to-manage model (RTM, Nickell and
Andrews 1983): the wage rate is set during the negotiations but firms retain the right
to decide employment levels; the equilibrium solution is on the firms’ labor demand.
The latter refers to the efficient bargaining model (EB, McDonald and Solow 1981):
firms and unions negotiate at the same time over wages and employment; the Pareto-
efficient equilibrium lies on the contract curve’s locus.
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A few scholars have studied the strategic choice of the bargaining agenda in
unionized oligopolies. Authors such as Yang (1995), Vannini and Bughin (2000), and
Petrakis and Vlassis (2000) focus on the question whether firms and unions prefer to
negotiate under the EB or RTM model. Furthermore, Bughin (1999) and Buccella
(2011) argue that the bargaining parties may strategically choose their agenda to deter
market entry. Those models assume unions and firms negotiate over fixed wages.
However, fixed wages are not the unique pay scheme available. In fact, workers may
get compensations according to performance related pay schemes, notably profit-
sharing. For instance, according to OECD data (1995), 15 % of the US companies
with more than 100 workers and 15 % of the Canadian companies with more than 20
workers have a profit-sharing scheme. As regards the European Union, the incidence of
companies with more than 10 employees with a profit sharing scheme ranges from 3 %
of Italy to 35 % of France (Eurofound 2010), whereas the percentage of companies
with more than 250 employees adopting profit sharing schemes ranges from 2,9 % of
Greece to 23,6 % of Finland (Eurofound 2012).

While the subject of the strategic bargaining agenda selection to deter market entry is
present in the economic literature, up to the present, the idea that pay schemes can be
utilized as entry deterrence mechanism for a given bargaining framework has not been
explored. Under fairly standard hypotheses (labor unique factor of production with
constant return to scales technology, risk neutral union, linear market demand), this work
sets out to investigate if, in a unionized industry characterized by RTM negotiations, the
introduction of a profit sharing scheme may be used as a strategic tool to deter entry.

Some research has studied the introduction of profit sharing schemes in union-firm
bargaining. Pioneering contributions are those of Hoel and Moene (1988), Anderson
and Devereux (1989) and Pemberton (1991) which explore the effects of introducing
profit sharing in the context of a unionized monopoly. Notably, Anderson and
Devereux (1989) have shown that in a unionized monopoly the bargaining outcomes
of profit sharing equal those of the EB model. As regards unionized oligopolies, only a
limited number of works have considered the use of profit-sharing as a strategic tool.
Fung (1989) analyzes a unionized oligopoly. This author assumes that, in a firm
adopting the profit-sharing scheme, the firm unilaterally fixes the profit-sharing
parameter and the union unilaterally sets the wage rate. Sørensen (1992) analyzes
decentralized negotiations under the RTM model between two union-firm units with
asymmetric bargaining power. Firms may either choose a fixed wage or a profit-sharing
scheme. In the case of profit sharing, the firm and the union bargain over the base wage
and the share parameter. The paper investigates 1) which pay scheme arises endoge-
nously as Nash equilibrium and 2) the welfare increasing effects for society of
introducing profit-sharing. Göddeke (2010) studies the incentives for firms and unions
to introduce profit-sharing schemes as a strategic means to improve single bargaining
units position in a Cournot oligopoly. The work analyzes both decentralized and
centralized wage bargaining, focusing on the stability of these institutional arrange-
ments.1 However, none of the above mentioned works discusses market entry issues.

1 To the best of the author knowledge, only few papers have analyzed the case of industry-wide unions
negotiating profit-sharing schemes. Jackman (1988) finds that the introduction of profit-sharing in an
imperfectly competitive sector unambiguously reduces the unemployment rate. Assuming a monopoly
union and Bertrand competition in the product market, Dhillon et al. (2001) shows that the union may have
incentives to reduce employment, decreasing total output and causing an increase in total profits.
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On the other hand, Bughin (1999), Buccella (2011), and Buccella and Fanti (2015)
deal with the subject of market entry deterrence in a unionized sector. Bughin
(1999) investigates the optimal strategic choice of the bargaining agenda for
different market structures (duopoly vs. monopoly with threat of potential entry)
and constraints (committed vs. flexible bargaining) in a Cournot oligopoly with
decentralized negotiations. Extending Bughin’s (1999) framework to a conjectural
variation model, Buccella (2011) shows that EB emerges as the industry equilib-
rium without conflict of interests between the bargaining parties only for entry
deterrence reasons. In all other cases, conflicts of interest arise due to the differ-
ence in the parties’ dominant strategies, whatever is the degree of competitiveness
within the industry. Buccella and Fanti (2015) show that, under an alternative
timing of the game with respect to Bughin (1999) and Buccella (2011), a rich set
of equilibrium outcomes arises, including multiple and even (as regards the union’s
preferences on the bargaining agenda) asymmetric equilibria. Moreover, the set of
cases in which the equilibrium implies the choice of EB is substantially larger than
in Buccella (2011).

The present work builds on Sørensen (1992), Bughin (1999), Buccella (2011) and
Buccella and Fanti (2015). In a unionized duopoly with homogeneous goods and
decentralized bargaining, the equilibrium pay scheme is sensitive to the market struc-
ture, the constraints on the bargaining scope choice and the parties’ relative power. The
sub-game perfect Nash equilibria pay schemes are determined through a sequential
game between the incumbent and the entrant. The paper analyzes the optimal strategic
choice of the pay scheme for different market structures and constraints for a given
RTM bargaining framework. Two institutional frameworks are considered: 1) the
flexible bargaining, where the entrant can choose its pay scheme; and 2) the committed
bargaining, where the incumbent chooses its payment scheme; then, the entrant is
obliged to “join the pack” and adopt the industry common practice. The key results are
as follows.

First, it is shown that the bargaining units may have common interest toward profit-
sharing, both when oligopoly is the given market structure and under the threat of entry.
In fact, whatever is the entry mode in the industry, for a given bargaining framework (in
this context, the RTM model), there are situation such that the flexibility of choosing
the pay scheme eliminates the internal conflict of interests among the bargaining
parties. This result contrasts with the findings of Buccella (2011) where, for a given
payment scheme (the fixed wage), the flexibility of choosing strategically the scope of
the bargaining agenda among EB or RTM never eradicates the internal parties’ conflict
of interests. Second, this paper highlights the possibility of using the payment schemes
as strategic tools to deter market entry: the incumbent firm and its union can reach an
agreement toward the profit sharing scheme to deter the potential entry of a competitor
in the product market. These findings are significant because, if the labor market
institutions of a country do not contemplate that employment enters the bargaining
protocol and, as a consequence, the union-firm pairs cannot strategically choose the
bargaining agenda, the pay schemes can become an effective entry deterrence
mechanism.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model
and derives the sub-game perfect bargaining regime arising in equilibrium. Finally,
Section 3 draws some conclusions.
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2 The model and the results

In an imperfectly competitive sector of an economy there are two firms: the incumbent, firm
1, and the potential entrant, firm 2. Each firm produces homogeneous goods and faces its
labor union, which is assumed to be large enough to meet the firm’s labor demand, with Ni,
i=1,2, exogenously given members. Labor, l, is the unique factor of production with a
constant returns-to-scale technology, qi= li, where qi is the firm i’s output.2 Hence, employ-
ment and quantity can be used interchangeably. The gross profit function of firm i is as
follows

πi ¼ p−ϖið Þqi; i ¼ 1; 2 ð1Þ

where p is the price andϖi is the base wage in firm i. Following Sørensen (1992), the firm’s
owners are assumed risk neutral so that their utility levels can bemeasured by income levels.
Thus, net profits are

Λi ¼ 1−λið Þ p−ϖið Þqi; i ¼ 1; 2 ð2Þ

with λi defining the share of profits going toworkers. The labor union is also risk neutral and
maximizes the total wage bill

Ωi ¼ wiqi; i ¼ 1; 2 ð3Þ

where wi is the total payment per worker in firm i, and qi= li≤Ni is employment in the firm.
Under profit sharing, the total income per worker is given by

wi ¼ ϖi þ λiπi=qið Þ ð4Þ

where ϖi is the base wage and λi/qi is the equal share of the firm gross profits paid to
employedworkers.3 Therefore, with profit sharing each firm-level union has the control over
two independent variables in the bargaining process: the base wage ϖi and the share
parameter λi (Fig. 1).

The (inverse) linear demand for goods is

p ¼ 1−Q ð5Þ

with p denoting the market price (both the demand parameters a and b are normalized to 1)
and Q ¼ ∑

i
qi ¼ ∑

i
li; i ¼ 1; 2 total production. Following Bughin (1999) and Buccella

2 Traditional one incumbent/one potential entrant models can be substantiated by differences in the efficiency
level across firms. Since Bain (1956), scale economies are recognized as potential sources of barrier to entry as in
many cases the incumbent is a large firm, whereas a new entrant is typically small and, thus, may be less efficient.
Mukherjee and Wang (2013) also consider different efficiency levels across firms; however, these authors
investigate the case of a potential entrant that is more efficient than the incumbent, without any scale motivation.
This work retains the assumption of constant returns-to-scale because the central issue is the detection of a
strategic role for profit sharing in preventing entry, without neither scale, nor efficiency considerations.
3 Chang and Bjornstad (1993) shows that the introduction of the profit sharing scheme alters the choice of the
effort level of the workers and, therefore, improves their productivity levels; some recent empirical studies
seem to confirm that profit sharing is positively related with labor productivity (D’Art and Turner 2004; Gielen
et al. 2010). However, to simplify the model and highlight the point that the pay schemes can be used as entry
deterrence mechanism, as in Sørensen (1992) the analysis abstracts from this aspect.
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(2011), entry in an industry is modeled as a change from a monopoly to a duopoly market
structure. Therefore, given equations (2) and (5), the firm’s net profits are

Λ1 ¼ 1−λ1ð Þ 1−Q−ϖ1ð Þq1 ð6Þ

Λ2 ¼ 1−λ2ð Þ 1−Q−ϖ2ð Þq2−E ð7Þ

for firm 1 and 2, respectively. E represents an exogenous fixed cost for the potential
entrant. Notice that, in the case of fixed wage, λi=0 andϖi=wi: each union attempts to
achieve a high level of its utility only through the negotiation of the base wage (Fig. 1).

The bargaining structure in the industry is decentralized at the firm-level. The wage
setting occurs before the employment decisions. Hence, the firm hires workers accord-
ing to its necessities: the prevalent framework in the industry is the RTM model. The
bargaining solution is modelled by the generalized Nash Product. In the case of the
fixed wage scheme, the maximization problem is

ϖi ¼ argmax Ωið Þα Λið Þ1−α; i ¼ 1; 2 ð8Þ

whereas, in the case of profit sharing is

ϖi;λi ¼ argmax Ωið Þα Λið Þ1−α; i ¼ 1; 2 ð9Þ

where the parameter α∈ [0, 1] captures the parties’ relative bargaining strength. While
in Sørensen (1992) the value of α differs across bargaining units in the industry, this

Fig. 1 Decentralized wage negotiations
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work assumes that the relative power is equal (see Bughin 1999; Buccella 2011).
In the same vein as Bughin (1999) and Buccella (2011), the paper selectively

analyzes two alternative market structures and two modes of potential entry.
Concerning the market structure, first is considered a given duopoly and second a
monopoly facing a threat of entry. As regards the modes of entry, first the focus is on
committed bargaining: the incumbent firm selects the payment scheme, and then the
entrant “joins the pack” and introduces the predominant payment scheme as required
by the industry practice. Second, the analysis concentrates on flexible bargaining, where
the potential entrant can freely choose which payment scheme to introduce in the
negotiations.4

The game is solved in the backward fashion to derive sub-game perfect Nash
equilibria. Depending on the market structure, the game is a four/five-stage game,
and the sequence of moves is as follows. In the first stage, the incumbent firm chooses
which payment scheme to introduce into negotiations, that is, either fixed wage (FW) or
profit-sharing (PS). In the case of duopoly, in the second stage the entrant, given the
range of its possibility range, decides which payment scheme introduce. In the case of
monopoly with threat of entry, in the second stage, the potential entrant, on the basis of
its possibilities, decides whether to enter in the industry, whereas in the third stage it
selects the payment scheme. The last two stages are common, independent of the
market structures and order of moves in the first-stage(s) of the game. In the second-to-
last stage, the unions and the firms bargain over the employees’ remuneration. Finally,
firms engage in Cournot competition, choosing profit-maximizing quantities and
realizing output. Figure 2 exemplifies the timing of the game.

Making use of equations (1)-(7) and solving the bargaining problems in (8) and (9),
direct (although tedious) calculations lead to the results in Table 1, which describes
monopoly and duopoly outcomes. With regard to the duopoly market structure, each
bargaining combination is inspected.

4 Note that, in the case of flexible bargaining with homogeneous firms, the potential entrant choosing the same
pay scheme as the incumbent does not characterizes a committed bargaining.

Fig. 2 Timing of the game
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Findings in Table 1 equal those of Sørensen (1992), with β=0 in eq. (4) (where β
stands for an outside remuneration alternative for workers), and a,b=1 in eq. (6)
(where a,b are the demand parameters) of the above mentioned work.5 Figure 3 depicts
the relevant owners income payoffs for the case of “committed bargaining” (left box),
and “flexible bargaining” (right box).

At first, consider the situation of duopoly as the given market structure, i.e., the case
of E=0. As to firms, net profits in the case where both selects the profit sharing scheme
(the PS-PS case) are lower than when both selects the fixed wage scheme (the FW-FW
case) whatever is the union bargaining strength. In formal terms, Λ1

PS,PS<Λ1
FW,FW,

∀α∈ [0, 1], where the first upper script denotes the firm’s selected payment scheme,
while the second indicates that of the rival firm. Hence, under committed bargaining,
the incumbent chooses FW; the entrant is forced to “join the pack”: the Nash equilib-
rium is the introduction of a FW scheme in the industry.

Under flexible bargaining, straightforward payoffs’ comparison reveals that PS is the
entrant’s dominant strategy for α∈ [0,.37); therefore, the incumbent chooses the remu-
neration scheme comparing Λ1

PS,PS and Λ1
FW,PS. Since Λ1

PS,PS>Λ1
FW,PS for α∈ [0,.37), it

follows that in this range of the unions’ bargaining power the overall adoption in the
industry of the PS scheme is the Nash equilibrium. For α∈ (.37,.69], if the incumbent
introduces FW, the entrant selects FW as well, since Λ2

FW,PS>Λ2
PS,PS, while if the

incumbent introduces PS, the entrant does the same because Λ2
PS,PS>Λ2

FW,PS. Hence,
the incumbent chooses the pay scheme comparing Λ1

PS,PS and Λ1
FW,FW. Given that for

α∈ (.37,.69] Λ1
FW,FW>Λ1

PS,PS, in this range of the unions’ relative strength, FW is the
Nash equilibrium payment scheme. Finally, for α∈ (.69, 1], FW is the entrant’s dom-
inant strategy. Consequently, the incumbent chooses the pay scheme comparing Λ1

PS,FW

5 Note that the equilibrium base wage of the firms adopting PS in duopoly is negative. Nonetheless, to observe
such wage contracts in practice is unrealistic. This result depends on the assumption of risk-neutral trade
unions and the normalization to zero of the outside remuneration for workers. Sørensen (1992) and Göddeke
(2010) point up that the PS bargaining units optimally agree on a base wage below the outside remuneration to
expand employment (output) above the labor demand and maximize their joint utilities (i.e., the size of the
“cake” to share). Therefore, the effect of introducing the PS scheme is that of accelerating product market
competition, similar to the logic behind that of delegation games with non-unionized managers (e.g.,
Fershtman and Judd 1987).

Fig. 3 Relevant owners income levels: “committed bargaining” (left box) and “flexible bargaining” (right
box)
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and Λ1
FW,FW. For α∈ (.69, 1], it turns out that Λ1

FW,FW>Λ1
PS,FW: hence, the overall

introduction in the industry of the FW scheme is the Nash equilibrium.
On the other hand, it can easily be checked that the PS scheme is always the dominant

strategy from the unions’ point of view, both under committed and flexible bargaining.
This result implies that, in the case of committed bargaining, the firms introduce the FW
in a clear conflict of interests with their unions. However, in the case of flexible
bargaining, for α∈ [0,.37), the firms can introduce the PS pay scheme without conflict
of interests with unions. These findings can be summarized in the following proposition.

Proposition 1: In a unionized duopoly with a RTM framework, the introduction of
the FW pay scheme is the dominant strategy for firms under committed
bargaining; this is in explicit conflict of interests with the unions since the PS is
their dominant strategy. On the other hand, under flexible bargaining, if
α∈ [0,.37), the firms choose to introduce the PS pay scheme, and no conflict of
interests with unions arises. However, for α∈ [.37, 1], the firms select the FW pay
scheme, again in conflict with unions’ interests.

Sørensen (1992) explains the rationale for these results. If the unions have strong
enough bargaining power, the firms always select the FW scheme. In fact, in the case of
the PS payment scheme, the total utility of the bargaining unit, Λi+Ωi, does not depend
on the relative strength of the parties: firm i and union i optimally agree on a base wage
ϖi, independent of the bargaining power, to maximize the sum of their utilities. Then,
the parties use the parameter λi, which depends on the relative negotiation strength, to
share the total utility. However, the stronger the unions are, the smaller is the share of
the total utility that goes to firms. As Sørensen (1992) underscores, in the limit case of
unions having full bargaining power, the firms get a zero payoff under the PS scheme
while, under the FW scheme, firms obtain a positive payoff. The reason resides in the
fact that, in the bargaining process under a PS scheme, the unions control two
independent instruments (the base wage and the profit sharing parameter) to attain
the maximal possible values of their two goal variables (employment and income per
worker), implying that the unions capture all the oligopoly rents. Per contra, in the case
of bargaining under a FW scheme, the unions have one instrument but two goal
variables. Therefore, there is a trade-off between income and employment levels and
the unions choose a wage rate leading to positive profits to the firms.

Proposition 1 also states that, whatever is the entry mode in the industry, for a given
bargaining framework (the RTM model), there are conditions such that the flexibility of
choosing the payment scheme eliminates the conflict of interests among the bargaining
parties. This result contrasts with the findings of Buccella (2011) where, for a given
payment scheme (FW), the flexibility of choosing the scope among EB or RTM never
eradicates the parties’ conflict of interests as regards the bargaining agenda.

Consider now the case of threat of entry. Similar to the reasoning of Bughin (1999)
and Buccella (2011), in the case of monopoly with threat of market entry under
“committed bargaining”, the incumbent (M) can strategically select the payment
scheme as an entry deterrence tool. Given the payoff structure in the “committed
bargaining” game in Fig. 3, left box, a preliminary observation allows to simplify
the subsequent analysis by focusing on a restricted range of the fixed costs size the
entrant faces.
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Restriction 1 Λ1
FW,FW>E>Λ1

PS,PS

The economic meaning of Restriction 1 is straight forward. In fact, if Λ1
PS,PS>E, the

level of the fixed costs is low enough that entry in the industry is always free. On the
other hand, if E>Λ1

FW,FW, the size of the fixed costs is prohibitively high for the
potential competitor that market entry is always blockaded. Given Restriction 1, the
following Lemma applies.

Lemma 1: The incumbent can strategically select the use of a pay scheme to deter
entry if the following conditions apply:

a
�
Λi
1;M > E > Λi;i

1 i ¼ FW ;PS; b
�
Λi
1;M > Λ j; j

1 i; j ¼ FW ;PS:

Let us discuss conditions (a)− (b) in Lemma 1. Condition (a) simply states that,
under committed bargaining, if the incumbent negotiates with the union a precise pay
scheme, fixed costs higher than the gross duopoly profits with that pay scheme block
the potential competitor because entry is no longer profitable. Condition (b) specifies
that the duopoly profits with the alternative pay scheme do not have to be larger than
the monopoly profits of the selected pay scheme because, otherwise, the incumbent
finds more profitable to choose the alternative pay scheme and accommodate entry.
Application of Lemma 1 under Restriction 1 to firms’ gross profits outcomes in Table 1
leads directly to the following proposition.

Proposition 2: If the union’s relative bargaining power ranges in α∈ [0,.73),
under “committed bargaining” the PS pay scheme can be used as a market entry
deterrent in the unionized sector without generating a conflict of interests between
the bargaining parties.

Proof: see the Appendix.
Proposition 2 asserts that, if the union facing the incumbent firm has a “not

too high” bargaining power, the introduction of a PS payment scheme can be
utilized as an effective instrument to deter potential entry in the industry.
Moreover, if it is contemplated the possibility of a side-payment from the
union to the incumbent firm, entry deterrence can be fully implemented. The
union active in the incumbent firm also loses due to of market entry: in fact,
the utility differential is Δ(Ω1) =Ω1,M

PS −Ω1,D
FW ≥ 0, ∀α ∈ [0, 1], where the sub-

scripts M and D stand for monopoly and duopoly, respectively. It can be shown
that, at the value of α=.295, before the threshold of α=.73, the union utility
differential compensates the maximum contraction of the profits of the incum-
bent Δ(Π1)|α = 1 =Π1,M

PS −Π1,D
FW =− 4/81.6

The analysis becomes more articulated when the monopoly with threat of market
entry under “flexible bargaining” is considered. The strategic selection of the pay

6 Analytical details may be obtained from the author upon request.
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scheme strongly depends on the union’s power and the size of the fixed costs. This
complex interaction leads to a rich set of equilibrium summarized in the following
proposition.

Proposition 3: The threat of market entry under “flexible bargaining” generates
the subsequent equilibria:

1) if α∈ [0,.37):
- for E∈ [0,Λ1

PS,PS], the equilibrium market structure is a duopoly with all
firms adopting PS;

- for E∈ (Λ1
PS,PS,ΛPS,FW], the incumbent strategically selects PS to deter

entry, and monopoly is the market structure;

2) if α∈ [.37,.73):
- for E∈ [0,ΛFW,PS], the equilibrium market structure is a duopoly with all

firms adopting FW;
- for E∈ (ΛFW,PS,Λ1

FW,FW], the incumbent strategically selects PS to deter
entry, and monopoly arises as the market structure;

3) if α∈ [.73, 1]:
- for E∈ [0,Λ1

FW,FW], the equilibrium market structure is a duopoly in which
both firms select the FW pay scheme in conflict with unions’ interests.

Since PS is always the unions’ most preferred remuneration scheme, as a
result it can be broadly used as a market entry deterrent tool without gener-
ating a conflict of interests between the bargaining parties.

Proof: see the Appendix.
These novel results have noteworthy consequences in terms of insights for labor

market regulations and antitrust and competition policies. Indeed, if the labor market
institutions in a country do not consider that employment enters the bargaining
protocol, the selection of the payment scheme, which is usually left to the parties’
bargaining freedom, becomes a strategic deterrence tool that may create dominant
positions in unionized industries. Nonetheless, a cautionary remark is here required.
The findings of this work do not apply when the negotiation agenda includes employ-
ment, i.e., in the presence of the efficient bargaining institution. In fact, as well known,
Anderson and Devereux (1989) have shown that in a unionized monopoly, under rather
general assumptions, RTM and EB negotiations with profit sharing generate identical
bargaining outcomes that also duplicate those of EB with fixed wages. As a conse-
quence, the incumbent under EB obtains equal bargaining outcomes irrespective of the
pay schemes and loses a tool to deter market entry.

3 Conclusions

This paper has built a simple, though enlightening, model to investigate which
pay scheme arises in equilibrium in a unionized duopoly with potential market
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entry, and the potential role that pay schemes can have as entry deterrence
mechanism. The work has considered a sequential move games where, in the
first stage, the incumbent firm (the first-mover player) selects to negotiate either
a fixed wage or a profit sharing system; then, the entrant (the second-mover
player), decides whether to enter in the industry. In the second stage, the unions
and the firms bargain over the employees’ remuneration. In the last stage of the
game, firms compete á la Cournot in the product market. The paper has
analyzed both the duopoly and the monopoly with threat of entry market
structures as well as committed and flexible bargaining.

The main points of the paper are as follows. The market structure, the entry
mode and the parties’ relative bargaining strength affects the equilibrium pay
scheme in the industry. The incumbent’s choice between fixed wage and profit
sharing influences the market entry decision because of the impact on the
potential rival’s profitability. Unions always prefer the profit sharing scheme.
In the case of flexible bargaining, the firms choose the profit sharing only if
the unions’ power is not large. On the other hand, in the case of committed
bargaining, depending on the market structure, either the fixed wage or the
profit sharing system may emerge in equilibrium.

Two novelties arise from these results. Firstly, for a given bargaining frame-
work (the RTM), the flexibility of choosing the pay scheme creates, under
certain conditions, a common interest as regards the agenda of the negotiations:
unions and firms may agree about the introduction of the profit sharing scheme.
This contrasts with earlier findings showing that, for a given pay scheme (the
fixed wage), the flexibility of choosing the bargaining scope never eliminates
the parties’ conflict of interests concerning the agenda. Secondly, if the union
facing the incumbent firm is not too strong, the bargaining parties can introduce
profit sharing into the negotiations to deter potential entry in the industry.
Therefore, the work has shown that the pay scheme can be used as a strategic
entry deterrent instrument during the bargaining process, provided that employ-
ment does not enter the bargaining protocol.

The paper is built on a set of precise assumptions. To check the robustness
of the results, a direct extension can be the introduction of different production
technologies such as a convex cost function. Another suitable direction of
analysis is to investigate whether the Bertrand competition mode with differen-
tiated products may alter the equilibria of the game. Furthermore, the firms may
introduce other performance related pay schemes such as piece-rate. Finally, the
model has considered the case of perfect symmetry in unions’ bargaining power
and labor productivity. However, Mukherjee and Wang (2013) provide new
appealing insights on the effects of different labor productivities among firms
on market entry in a unionized oligopoly. These observations may stimulate
further research.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 2

For α ∈ [0,.73), the profits’ payoff ranking for the incumbent firm is
Λ1,M
FW >Λ1,M

PS >Λ1
FW,FW>Λ1

PS,PS (see also Fig. 3). Thus, given Restriction 1, it is
obtained that Λ1,M

FW >Λ1,M
PS >Λ1

FW,FW>E>Λ1
PS,PS: only the PS scheme concurrently

satisfies conditions (a)− (b) in Lemma 1. In fact, if the incumbent selects FW,
the level of the fixed costs is such that entry cannot be impeded. Therefore, the
incumbent obtains Λ1

FW,FW. However, if the incumbent commits to PS, the
competitor cannot enter the market, and the incumbent achieves Λ1,M

PS >Λ1
FW,FW.

On the other hand, for α∈ [.73, 1], the profits’ payoff ranking for the incumbent
becomes Λ1,M

FW >Λ1,M
FW,FW>Λ1,M

PS >Λ1
PS,PS: FW is the dominant strategy for the incumbent

(irrespective of E) and PS cannot be strategically used to deter entry.

Proof of Proposition 3

For α∈ [0,.37), if the incumbent chooses PS and E≤Λ1
FW,PS, the analysis equals

that of duopoly. However, if E ∈ (ΛFW,PS,Λ1
PS,PS) and the incumbent chooses

PS, the competitor can enter only if it selects PS while, if the incumbent
chooses FW, the entrant again selects PS because Λ2

PS,FW>Λ2
FW,FW. Hence, the

incumbent chooses its remuneration scheme comparing Λ1
PS,PS and Λ1

FW,PS.
Since Λ1

PS,PS >Λ1
FW,PS (see Fig. 3, right box), the overall adoption in the

duopoly industry of the PS scheme is the Nash equilibrium. On the other
hand, if fixed costs are such that E∈ (ΛPS,PS,Λ1

FW,FW), entry does not take
place when the incumbent selects PS; however the competitor can enter if the
incumbent selects FW. In this case, the entrant chooses PS because
Λ2
PS,FW>Λ2

FW,FW. Thus, the comparison between Λ1,M
PS and Λ1

FW,PS determines
the incumbent choice of the remuneration scheme, and the incumbent selects PS
because Λ1,M

PS >Λ1
FW,PS: the equilibrium industry structure is a monopoly. If

E∈ (Λ1
FW,FW,ΛPS,FW), again the entrant does not enter if the incumbent selects

PS; however, when the incumbent selects FW, the competitor can enter only if
it chooses PS. Thus, the incumbent’s selection of the remuneration scheme
occurs via the comparison of Λ1,M

PS and Λ1
FW,PS. Since it is repeatedly that

Λ1,M
PS >Λ1

FW,PS, the incumbent opts for PS and the industry remains a
monopoly. Finally, if E>ΛPS,FW, the incumbent obtains Λ1,M

FW and entry never
occurs.

In the range α∈ [.37,.69) (see also Fig. 3, right box), for E≤ΛFW,PS the analysis
mirrors that of duopoly, and for E∈ (ΛFW,PS,Λ1

PS,PS) it equals the one carried out in the
paragraph above. When the fixed costs are E∈ (ΛPS,PS,ΛPS,FW) entry does not occur if
the incumbent selects PS; however, in the case the incumbent selects FW, the rival can
enter the industry and selects FW because now, for α∈ [.37,.69), Λ2

FW,FW>Λ2
PS,FW. As a

consequence, the incumbent chooses the remuneration scheme to negotiate comparing
Λ1,M
PS and Λ1

FW,FW, and given that Λ1,M
PS >Λ1

FW,FW the incumbent selects PS: the industry
remains a monopoly. If E∈ (ΛPS,FW,Λ1

FW,FW) entry does not occur if the incumbent
selects PS; however, in the case the incumbent selects FW, the rival can now enter the
industry only if it selects FW. Therefore, the incumbent again selects the remuneration
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scheme to negotiate comparing Λ1,M
PS and Λ1

FW,FW, and given that Λ1,M
PS >Λ1

FW,FW the PS
scheme is adopted: the industry remains a monopoly. If E>Λ1

FW,FW, the incumbent gets
Λ1,M
FW and entry never occurs.
In the range α∈ [.69,.73), for E≤Λ1

FW,FW, entry is always profitable; thus, the
analysis reflects that of duopoly. However, if E∈ (Λ1

PS,PS,ΛFW,PS) and the incumbent
selects PS, the entrant can get market access only if it selects FW. On the other hand, if
the incumbent chooses FW, the rival selects FW because Λ2

FW,FW >Λ2
PS,FW.

Accordingly, for E∈ (Λ1
PS,PS,ΛFW,PS), the incumbent decides the pay scheme to

negotiate comparing Λ1
PS,FW and Λ1

FW,FW. Given that Λ1
FW,FW>Λ1

PS,FW, the incumbent
chooses FW. As a result, a duopoly characterized by FW arises in equilibrium. When
the fixed costs are E∈ (ΛFW,PS,ΛPS,FW) and the incumbent selects PS, the entry does not
occur; however, if the incumbent chooses FW, the entrant also selects FW because
Λ2
FW,FW>Λ2

PS,FW. Hence, the incumbent’s selection of the pay scheme occurs via
comparison of Λ1,M

PS and Λ1
FW,FW: since Λ1,M

PS >Λ1
FW,FW the incumbent chooses PS,

entry is deterred and the equilibrium market structure is a monopoly. If
E∈ (ΛPS,FW,Λ1

FW,FW], entry does not take place when the incumbent chooses PS
while, when it selects FW, the entrant can enter only it selects FW. Again, the
incumbent’s remuneration choice is made comparing Λ1,M

PS and Λ1
FW,FW, and given

that Λ1,M
PS >Λ1

FW,FW, the incumbent chooses PS, there is no entry and the market
structure in equilibrium is a monopoly. For E>Λ1

FW,FW, the incumbent obtains Λ1,M
FW

and entry does not take place whichever pay scheme it selects.
In the range α∈ [.73,.89), for E≤Λ1

PS,PS, entry is always profitable; thus, the analysis
reflects that of duopoly. However, if E∈ (Λ1

PS,PS,ΛFW,PS] and the incumbent selects PS,
the entrant can get market access only if it selects FW. On the other hand, if the
incumbent chooses FW, the rival selects FW because Λ2

FW,FW>Λ2
PS,FW. Therefore, for

E∈ (Λ1
PS,PS,ΛFW,PS], the incumbent decides the pay scheme to negotiate comparing

Λ1
PS,FW and Λ1

FW,FW. Given that Λ1
FW,FW>Λ1

PS,FW, the incumbent chooses FW. As a
result, a duopoly with all firms choosing FWas pay scheme arise in equilibrium. When
the fixed costs are E∈ (Λ1

FW,PS,ΛPS,FW] and the incumbent selects PS, the entry does not
occur; however, if the incumbent chooses FW, the entrant also selects FW because
Λ2
FW,FW>Λ2

PS,FW. Hence, the incumbent’s selection of the pay scheme occurs via
comparison of Λ1,M

PS and Λ1
FW,FW: since Λ1

FW,FW>Λ1,M
PS the incumbent chooses FW and

accommodates entry. Therefore, the equilibrium market structure is a duopoly with all
firms adopting FW. If E∈ (ΛPS,FW,Λ1

FW,FW], entry does not take place when the
incumbent chooses PS while, when it selects FW, the entrant can enter only if it selects
FW. Again, the incumbent’s remuneration choice is made comparing Λ1,M

PS and Λ1
FW,FW,

and given that Λ1
FW,FW>Λ1,M

PS , the incumbent chooses FW, entry is accommodated and
the market structure in equilibrium is a duopoly. For E>Λ1

FW,FW, entry does not take
place whichever pay scheme the incumbent selects which gets Λ1,M

FW.
Finally, in the range α∈ [.89, 1], as in the above paragraph, for E≤Λ1

PS,PS, the
analysis replicates the results of duopoly. For E∈ (Λ1

PS,PS,ΛFW,PS] with the incumbent
choosing the PS scheme, the competitor enters the market only if it selects FW. On the
other hand, if the incumbent selects FW, the entrant can enter 1) selecting among the
two pay schemes if E≤ΛPS,FW, and it chooses FW because Λ2

FW,FW>Λ2
PS,FW; and 2)

only with FW if E∈ (ΛPS,FW,Λ1
FW,FW]. Thus, the incumbent’s choice in both cases is

made comparing Λ1
PS,FW and Λ1

FW,FW, and it selects FW because Λ1
FW,FW>Λ1

PS,FW: the
overall adoption in the duopoly industry of the fixed wage system is the Nash
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equilibrium. When the size of the fixed costs is E>ΛFW,PS, if the incumbent opts for
PS, entry does not take place; however, if the incumbent chooses FW, for
E ∈ (ΛPS,FW,Λ1

FW,FW] the competitor enters only under FW. Therefore, the
incumbent compares Λ1,M

PS and Λ1
FW,FW, and given that Λ1

FW,FW>Λ1,M
PS , it selects

FW: entry s accommodated, and the equilibrium market structure is a duopoly with the
overall adoption of the FW pay scheme. Finally, for E>Λ1

FW,FW, the fixed costs are
adequately high that entry never occurs, and the incumbent obtains Λ1,M

FW.
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